50 Things That Will Make You Say Wow!
Fun, Inspiring Ideas Guaranteed to Light Up Your Life

Summer Hair Repair Kit
Goodbye Fried and Frizzy, Hello Bounce and Shine!

Calling All Scatterbrains
4 Tricks To Help You Focus
(Just remember to read pg. 67)

The Perfect Bag, Shoes & Jacket
—All Under $100

Superfood Smackdown!
And the Healthiest Choices Are...

Goldfinger
Update the French manicure with an orange—faint slightly more edge—-eased and non-gold nostrilization. Point cut nail over the whole nail. Then, with a fluffy, cotton-tipped brush, trace a golden outline over the tip. (Pierre Hardy for Nickels in Rose Gold). $95. nancynovotny.com

Liner Notes
A bright summer uplight. Brown eyeliner in more flattering and looks even brighter than stark black. Bonus line for a way up gold-flecked lesson! (Blue Pind Bi-Color Eye Stick in Copper/Chill, $15. paulamarie.com)

Lighter Load
Take the weight of the world off or treat the weight of your hair—off your shoulders. Switch to a summer shower chair, the one you really need more than your wallet and a lipstick when running errands or a summer afternoon! (Shu Uemura, $48. sephora.com)

Shower Power
Make your morning routine dripping fast. Clavicle (level 3, level 2, rounders, angles, lightness, and coverage.) As you smooth it on, it turns into a creamy milk that leaves skin silky and smooth. With grapefruit, rose, and a hint of musk.

Body Builder
When the weather gets hot, apply a core formula of Philip B. Honeysuckle, African Imperial Hydrating Masque ($20. philipb.com) moisturizes, adds shine, and controls frizz.

Sungky-Side Up
Move around your skin, creating shadows for square face, any pricing sooto is a lot of instant glamours. (J. Wren Boot, $100, Blooming Cozy: 212-205-9920)

Instant Uplift
Twist your hair back into a pony, twist it, secure with another elastic. Twist the length of the braid around the base of the pony and hold it in place with five holder pins. Pull the buns and tuck.